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4. The candidate-selection process is concerned with the election of poli-
ticians that are sympathetic to the agenda put forth in the special-
interest and policy-planning processes. It operates through large
campaign donations and hired political consultants; it is focused on the
presidential campaigns of both major political parties and the congres-
sional campaigns of the Republican Party.

Taken together, the people and organizations that operate in these four net-
works constitute the political action arm of the corporate rich. Building on the
structural (economic) power of the corporate community, which is explained in
the next chapter, and the status power of the upper class, whic}ris explained in
Chapter 3, and then the expert power developed within the policy planning net-
work, which is explained in Chapter 4, this political action arm is the final step on
the path to corporate and class domination of the federal government.

WHAT IS A SOCIAL CLASS?

For most Americans, being a member of a "class" implies that people have per-
manent stations in life, which flies in the face of beliefs about equality of oppor-
tunity and seems to ignore the evidence of upward social mobility. Even more,
Americans tend to deny that classes might be rooted in wealth and occupational
roles. They talk about social class, but with euphemisms like "the suits," "the blue
bloods,""Joe Sixpack," and "the other side of the tracks."

American dislike of the idea of class is deeply rooted in the country's colo-
nial and revolutionary history. Colonial America seemed very different to its new
inhabitants from European countries because it was a rapidly expanding frontier
country with no feudal aristocracy or Inherited social statuses. The sense of dif-
ference was heightened by the need for solidarity among all classes in the war
for freedom from the British. As suggested in the previous section, revolutionary
leaders from the higher classes had to concede greater freedom and equality for
common people to gain their support. They also had to accept voting rights for all
white males that met minimum property qualifications, which could be done with
relative ease at the time because land was readily available at reasonable prices
(Keyssar 2009). One historian states the trade-off very succinctly: "Leaders who
did not fight for equality accepted it in order to win' (Palmer 1959, p. 203). In
other words, outside enemies bring a people together out of necessity, at least until
they have won their common battle.

Although differences in wealth, income, and lifestyle already existed in the
colonial and revolutionary eras, particularly in port cities and the South, these
well-understood inequalities were usually explained away or downplayed by mem-
bers of the middle classes as well as by the merchants, plantation owners, and
lawyers who were at the top of the socioeconomic ladder. As shown by a historical
study of diaries, letters, newspapers, and other documents of the period,Americans
instead emphasized and took pride in the fact that any class distinctions were
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small compared with Europe. They recognized that there were rich and poor, but
they preferred to think of their country "as one of equality, and proudly pointed to
such features as the large middle class, the absence of beggars, the comfortable cir-
cumstances of most people, and the limitless opportunities for those who worked
hard and saved their money" (Main 1965, pp. 239,284).

The fact that nearly 20 percent of the population was held in slavery and
that 100,000 Native Americans lived in the western areas of the colonies was not
part of this self-definition as a middle-class, egalitarian society. Instead, the free
white majority defined itselfin opposition to the potentially dangerous slaves and
Native Americans, who were willing to fight for their freedom or to protect their
land when they had the opportunity. This recognition of common enemies height-
ened the American immigrantsshared sense of "whiteness" as a significant part of
their social identity. In fact, "race," as defined by the existence of "black," "red," and
"white" people, and later people with other skin colors, is another factor that made
the class-based nature of American society less salient than it might otherwise be;
however, many later immigrant groups originally thought of as racially different
became "white" over time as the term became just another way of defining the in-
group (Waters 1990; Waters 1999).

Even members of the upper class preferred this more egalitarian view of
the class system to what had existed for many centuries in Europe. To emphasize
this point, a study of the democratic revolutions in North America and Europe
begins with a letter written from Europe in 1788 by a young adult member of a
prominent American upper-class family. After the young man registered his dis-
gust with the hereditary titles and pomp of the European class system and with
the obsequiousness of the lower classes, he stated his conviction that "a certain
degree of equality is essential to human bliss." As if to make sure the limits of his
argument were clear, he underlined the words a certain degree ojequality. He then
went on to argue that the greatness of the United States was that it had provided
this degree of equality "without destroying the necessary subordination" (Palmer
1959, p. 3). That is, class dominance should be as subtle and reasonable as pos-
sible, a principle that is also embodied in the Constitution and the way in which
Americans talk about class.

Two hundred years later, in response to sociologists who wanted to know
what social class means to Americans, a representative sample of the citizenry in
Boston and Kansas City expressed ideas similar to those of the first Americans.
Although most people were keenly aware of differences in social standing and
judged status levels primarily in terms of income, occupations, and education
(but especially income), they emphasized the openness of the system. They also
argued that a persons social standing is in good part determined by such individual
qualities as initiative and the motivation to work hard. Moreover, many of them felt
the importance of class was declining. This belief was partly due to their convic-
tion that people of all ethnic and religious backgrounds were being treated with
greater respect and decency, whatever their occupational and educational levels,
but even more to what they saw as material evidence for social advancement in the
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occupations and salaries of their families and friends. In short, a tradition of public
social respect for everyone and the belief in social mobility (from which people of
color were excluded until the social movements of the 1960s) are also factors in
making class less important in the everyday thinking of most white Americans
(Coleman, Rainwater, and McClelland 1978). People are very aware of basic eco-
nomic and educational differences and they can size up social standing fairly well
from such outward signs as speech patterns, mannerisms, and style of dress, but the
existence of social classes is nonetheless passed over as quickly as possible.

People of the highest social status share the general distaste for talking
about social class in an open and direct way.Nevertheless, they are very conscious
of the fact that they and their friends are set apart from other Americans. In the
study of Boston and Kansas City residents, an upper-class Bostdhian said: "Of
course social class exists-it influences your thinking." Then she added: "Maybe
you shouldn't use the word 'class' for it, though-it's really a niche that each of us
fits into" (Coleman, Rainwater, and McClelland 1978, p. 25). In a classic study of
social classes in New Haven, a person in the top category in terms of neighbor-
hood residence and educational background seemed startled when asked about
her class level. After regaining her composure, she replied: "One does not speak of
classes; they are felt" (Hollingshead and Redlich 1958, p. 69).As part of a study of
38 upper-class women in a large midwestern city, a sociologist bluntly asked her
informants at the end of the interview if they were members of the upper class.
The answers she received had the same flavor of hesitation and denial:

"I hate [the term] upper class. It's so non-upper class to use it. I just calI it 'all
of us,' those of us who are wellborn."
"I hate to use the word 'class.'We're responsible, fortunate people, old families,
the people who have something."
"We're not supposed to have layers. I'm embarrassed to admit to you that we
do, and that I feel superior at my social level. I like being part of the upper
crust." (Ostrander 1980, pp. 78-79)

These insights into the social psychology of the upper class, especially the
development of a sense of superiority that justifies class dominance, are explored
further in Chapter 3.

SOCIAL CLASS ACCORDING TO SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

Social scientists end up with just about the same understanding of social classes
as do typical Americans, but only after two important theoretical issues are dealt
with first. They begin with a crucial analytical distinction between economic classes,
which consist of people who have a common position in the economic system,
such as "business owners" or "employees," and social classes, which consist of people
who interact with each other, develop in-group social organizations, and share
a common lifestyle, while at the same time excluding people they do not see as
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similar to themselves. Social scientists also stress that the concept of class includes
the relationship between classes as well as a set of positions within the social
structure. The idea of a social class is therefore a double-edged or two-dimensional
concept, so to speak, denoting both the specific economic or social class people
are in as well as the relationships between classes. To use the earlier example once
again, business owners and wage earners constitute separate economic classes, but
the concept of class also encompasses the relationship between them.

The distinction between economic classes and social classes is important
because class as an economic relationship is always operating as part of the social
structure, but the people in any given economic position mayor may not develop
their own social organizations, live in the same neighborhoods, and interact
socially. The degree to which a given economic class is also a social class therefore
can vary widely from place to place and time to time, which matters because mem-
bers of an economic class may be limited in the degree to which they can exercise
political power if they do not think of themselves as being members of a social
class with common interests (Weber 1998; Wright 1998).

Analyzing Social Classes

The systematic study of whether or not people in a given economic position are also
members of a social class begins with a search for connections among the people
and organizations that are thought to constitute the social class. This procedure is
called membership network. analysis, which boils down to a matrix in which social
organizations, such as schools and clubs, are arrayed along one axis and individuals
along the other. Table 1.1 provides a hypothetical example of such a matrix.

As cau be seen in Table 1.1, the boxes (called cells) created by each inter-
section of a person and an organization are filled in with information revealing
whether or not the person is a member of that organization. This information
is used to create two different kinds of networks, one organizational, the other
interpersonal. An organizational network consists of the relationships among

Table 1.1 A Hypothetical Membership Network Using Schools and Clubs

Individuals Organizations

School! School 2 Club! Club 2

Person 1 X X
Person 2 X X
Person 3 X X X
Person 4 X X X
Person 5

Note: Person 5 is an "isolate" with no connections. He or she is not part of the social class.
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organizations as determined by their common members. These shared members
are usually called overlapping or interlocking members. An interpersonal network,
on the other hand, reveals the relationships among individuals as determined by
their common organizational affiliations. (These and other methodological issues
are explained further with the help of diagrams and tables in the document on
"How to Do Power Structure Research" on whorulesamerica.net.)

To provide a more complete example of the type of analysis that appears
throughout the book, suppose a researcher had the alumni lists for dozens of private
schools and Ivy League universities, along with membership lists for many clubs, as
well as guest lists from debutante balls. By determining the names that overlap on
two or more of these lists, it would be possible to determine which of these orga-
nizations are parts of the same social network. In addition, it couIg...oeshown that
the most central organizations in the network are determined by the fact that they
share members with many other organizations, whereas peripheral organizations
might have members in common only with other organizations that are also one
or two steps removed from the central organizations. Furthermore, some organiza-
tions may have no members in common with any of the others, which reveals they
are not part of the social network. In the end, those organizations that are part of
the network are the institutional framework for the social upper class.

A membership network analysis is in principle very simple, but it is theoret-
ically important because it contains within it the two types ofhurnan relationships
of concern in most sociological theorizing: interpersonal relations and member-
ships in organizations. Thus, these networks contain a duality ofpersons and groups
(Breiger 1974). For analytical purposes, the interpersonal and organizational net-
works are often treated separately, and some social scientists talk of different "lev-
els of analysis," but in the reality of everyday life the two types or levels are always
intertwined. Hence the employment of a very useful phrase to explain a complex.
point: a "duality of persons and groups."

This network-based way of thinking about a social class (as consisting of
both organizations and their members) fits well with earlier definitions of social
class. For example, in one of the first empirical investigations of social class in
America, a study of caste and class in a Southern city in the 1930s, the sociological
researchers defined a social class as:

The largest group of people whose members have intimate access to one
another. A class is composed of families and social cliques. The interrelation-
ships between these families and cliques, in such informal activities as visiting,
dances, receptions, teas, and larger informal affairs, constitute the structure
of the social class. A person is a member of the social class with which most
of his or her participations, of this intimate kind, occur. (Davis, Gardner, and
Gardner 1941, p. 59n)

A political scientist who did a classic study of class and power in the city of
New Haven wrote that similar "social standing" is defined by "the extent to which
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members of that circle would be willing-disregarding personal and idiosyncratic
factors-to accord the conventional privileges of social intercourse and acceptance
among equals; marks of social acceptability include willingness to dine together, to
mingle freely in intimate social events, to accept membership in the same clubs, to
use forms of courtesy considered appropriate among social equals, to intermarry,
and so on" (DaW 1961, p. 229).

As these similar definitions from different disciplines suggest, there is a gen-
eral agreement among social scientists that there are social classes in America
that have separate social organizations, in-group activities, and common lifestyles.
Indeed, it may be the only concept on which there is widespread agreement when
it comes to studying power. The first problem for power analysts begins with the
question of whether the top social class, the upper class, is also an economic class
based in the ownership and control of large income-producing properties. This
question will be answered in great detail in Chapter 3.

A GUIDE TO WHAT FOLLOWS

Because the analysis presented in this book challenges some basic American
beliefs and is met with skepticism by those social scientists who prefer one of the
alternative theories discussed in Chapter 9, it is necessary to proceed in a deliber-
ate fashion, defining each concept as it is introduced, and then providing empirical
examples of how each part of the system works. By approaching the problem in
this manner, readers can draw their owri conclusions at each step of the way and
decide for themselves if they think the argument fails at some point. Then they can
compare their critique of the argument with the theories discussed in Chapter 9.

Using membership network analysis as a starting point, each chapter presents
one aspect of a cumulative argument. Chapter 2 provides evidence for the existence
of a nationwide corporate community that includes Wall Street banks and stockbro-
kers, military contractors, agribusinesses, accounting firms, and corporate law firms,
as well as large and well-known corporations like Exxon1\1obil, General Electric,
and IBM. It briefly discusses the agricultural sector and small-business to show that
they are closely tied to the corporate community and present no challenge to it. It
shows that most local businesses are organized into growth coalitions that are focused
on making local land more valuable, and discusses the ways in which the corporate
community and local growth coalitions sometimes come into conflict.

Chapter 3 uses alumni lists, club lists, and memberships in other social
organizations to show that the owners and top-level executives in the corporate
community form a socially cohesive and clearly demarcated upper class that has
created its own social world and a distinctive social psychology. It is this overlap of
the corporate community and the upper class that defines those with great wealth
in the United States as the corporate rich. The chapter argues that the social bonds
developed by the corporate owners and managers combine with their common
economic interests to make it easier for them to overcome policy disagreements


